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Materials
Cascade Venezia Sport (70% merino wool, 30% mulberry silk; 307.5 yd [281.25 m]/100 g [3.5 oz]): color #192 (MC), 2 skeins; color #110, 158, 159, 160, 177, 188, 193, 194, 196 (CCs), 1 skein each.

Size 6 US (4 mm) 36” circular needle or size needed to obtain gauge.

Dimensions
60¾” circumference by 9½” wide

Gauge
22 stitches and 32 rows in 4” of stockinette stitch

Construction Notes
This is a tubular cowl that is worked in the round – you will cast on using a provisional cast on that you will graft to your last row at the end. It is knit in the round with a single twist and uses traveling jogless stripes to avoid a step between color changes.

Stripe Sequence
MC (main color) #192: 1 round of this color will be in between each stripe that follows. Each CC (contrasting color) is worked for 2 rounds.

  CC stripe 1: #158
  CC stripe 2: #160
  CC stripe 3: #196
  CC stripe 4: #188
  CC stripe 5: #177
  CC stripe 6: #110
  CC stripe 7: #177
  CC stripe 8: #159
  CC stripe 9: #158
  CC stripe 10: #193
  CC stripe 11: #194
  CC stripe 12: #188
  CC stripe 13: #194
CC stripe 14: #110
CC stripe 15: #160
CC stripe 16: #159
CC stripe 17: #177
CC stripe 18: #159
CC stripe 19: #110
CC stripe 20: #158
CC stripe 21: #196
CC stripe 22: #194
CC stripe 23: #177
CC stripe 24: #188
CC stripe 25: #193

**Jogless Stripes**

Row 1: Slip marker and join new color.

Row 2: Knit – when you come to the end, remove marker, slip 1 stitch purlwise, replace marker.

Note: When using your main color (#192) you will move from Row 2 immediately back to Row 1 once you slip the marker. (You will join your new color and continue knitting.) When using the contrasting colors, you will knit 1 additional round in stockinette after Row 2. So your main color is only 1 round and your contrasting colors will always have 2 rounds.

**Instructions**

Using a provisional cast on and your MC yarn, cast on 334 stitches. Change to the CC for stripe 1, twist once and use the jogless stripe method to join in the round. Continue in stockinette and work through the stripe sequence once. Work through the stripe sequence again, but only work 1 round for stripe 25. Weave in all loose ends. Following the vertical row of stitches beneath your first stitch, place a marker at the corresponding stitch in your provisional cast on. Starting with these 2 stitches and using the CC from stripe 25, graft the beginning and the end together leaving the stockinette side on the outside. Fasten off and weave in any additional ends. Block if desired.